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CHAIRMAN'S NOTES
Important change to programme:

The date of our Christmas meeting has been brought
forward by two weeks. Restoration of the Assembly will
now be held, at the Assembly, Spencer Street, on
Monday, November 23rd, starting at 7.30, and not as
advertised on the programme.

Chandos Street No application by Wilson Bowden has yet been
submitted. Given the downturn in the retail scene; the large number of
empty shops in all towns and cities; the depressed housing market;
high unemployment, it may be some time before an application for
development is made. We can only hope that something less massive
and more appropriate for a conservation area with narrow streets will
be chosen.
Loft theatre Planning permission has been granted for the demolition
of the Loft Theatre building. The site will be redeveloped into a mix
of restaurants, offices and perhaps flats. The theatre will move to the
United Reform Church in Spencer Street after conversion to make it
into a theatre. The project, part of the Cultural Quarter redevelopment,
is being made possible by major funding from Advantage West
Midlands.

Dates for your Diary
Restoration of the Assembly
Alan Mayes
The Assembly, Spencer Street
Leamington (CV31 3NF),
Monday, November 23rd, 7.30

Leamington Town Hall,
its past and future
Robert Nash
Pump Room Annexe
Thursday, January 14th, 7.30

Joint meeting with Literary
Society
Presenting the Pre-Raphaelites
Dr Chloe Johnson
Leamington Art Gallery
Pump Room Annexe
Tuesday, February 9th, 7.30

Pump Room Gardens We are delighted that the Warwickshire
More information is provided on
Gardens Trust have joined the group consisting of the Leamington
the back page
Society, CLARA and the Royal Leamington Buildings Conservation
Trust to further our project to restore the listed Royal Pump Room
Gardens. The expertise of the WGT will be of great assistance in this venture.
Work on the riverbanks should start this winter. First there will be remedial work to clear overhanging
trees on the south side of the Leam as well as clearance to give better glimpses of the river between the
pedestrian bridge and the Adelaide Road Bridge. This will be followed by clearance of the scrub along
both sides of the river, low-fencing to prevent young children falling into the river, and Canada geese
climbing out and eroding the river banks. The last stage will be reed planting, probably in May.

The aim is to produce a vista like that in Jephson gardens between Victoria Bridge and the suspension
bridge. The timetable will, as ever, be dependent on the weather – flooding or other problems could set
back the schedule.
Binswood Hall Planning permission has been granted for its conversion into luxury residential
apartments for the elderly and the school has now vacated the buildings.
Nick Sanderson, Chief Executive of Audley Court, who expects to carry out the conversion, says “We
will be completing our purchase in the summer of 2010 with the intention of starting on site immediately.
Our marketing suite will be established on site early in 2011 together with a show apartment. We have
all the necessary planning permissions to begin.”
Local rail travel news. Leamingtonians who use their station will be glad to know that the Wrexham and
Shropshire service will stop at Leamington from next
month enabling easy travel to Shropshire. The operation
of the Wrexham & Shropshire line will be transferred to
Chiltern Railways. However, the separate Wrexham &
Shropshire brand will be retained.
Local rail travellers will also be glad to know that
Warwickshire County Council has recently entered into
an agreement with John Laing for a new railway station
to be built in Kenilworth. If all goes well this might
open in October 2012. The plans are for a park and ride
station, a far cry from the previous one.

Kenilworth station after World War II, without
its canopy

Betty Cave We are very sorry to report the death last month of Betty Cave-Brown-Cave, better known
as Betty Cave, wife of Toby, a former Chairman of this Society and long standing member.
Archie Pitts
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Bath Place
What is to become of Bath Place? It
stands, burnt and forlorn. No tarpaulins
have been put over the roof to prevent
further damage from rain and wind and
WCC is paying ROK to build an 8 foot
wooden wall around it, preparatory to
what? Demolition for a multi-story car
park, very handy for the station? The sale
of the land to WDC (who have already
made representations to the County
Council to purchase the site) plus the
insurance money for the damaged
building would be windfalls for a cashstrapped local authority.

Rear of Bath Place, November 2009

The various services have been scattered over Old Town: the Old Library, Shrubland Street nursery,
Court Street railway arches. It is good to see the Old Library come to life, serving the community again,
but it is for sale with Planning Permission for about £1.8 million and when the housing market recovers
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the Bath Place Community Centre may be homeless once again. The burnt-out building was not listed
although it was a charming traditional Victorian school and many local residents have fond memories of
it. It was ideally placed – central but quiet for serving the community.
The managers had raised £120,000 in grants to improve the building so that it served many groups, and
was thriving and successful, but more than this was moving towards full sustainability, away from grand
dependency. This is important for the well-being of the whole town: there should be somewhere central
for any lonely person to go where he / she can get help, cheap food, tuition and moral support. The
penalty of its success was that it was over-crowded and there were often conflicts between the social
services and the profit-making room hire and restaurant so the Old Library looks very attractive to the
staff. What would this cost to heat and maintain, even if the £1.8 million could be raised to buy it?
Prior to the fire, Bath Place, as part of a
consortium, was already considering the
purchase of the library, not to re-locate Bath
Place but to give them the capacity to grow due
to the overcrowding. The project would see a
range of services and providers located under
the same roof – allowing the provision of joined
up services and opportunities for the benefit of
local people.
Services would be both
preventative and supportive. The physical
nature of the building lends itself to creativity
and comfort for vulnerable members of the
community. It also allows for office space and
general hire space for the generation of long

Bath Place, before the fire
term income.

In the long term this project would strengthen the voluntary and community sector by encompassing
building ownership/long term rent; income generation and sustainable funding and partnership working.
The safer option for the community centre is to campaign for the restoration and repair and possible
improvement of the roofless building – but we would be interested to hear what our members think.
Please contact us if you have strong views.
Marianne Pitts with the help of Steve Baylis, director of Bath Place Community Venture
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Street names for new housing developments in Leamington
Members have come up with some suggestions for possible street names for new housing in Leamington
Robert Goundry suggested there might be a spa town theme. There is a very full list from which names
could be chosen at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_spa_towns. Possibilities are Pittsville Close,
Marienbad Drive leading to Mariánské Lázně Crescent, Carlsbad Road leading to Carlovy Vary Street,
Baden Baden Road, Nokia Ring Road and so on.
Robin Taylor suggested the names should reflect significant people from the past connected with the
immediate area of the development (like land-owners, rectors, parsons, farmers) or notable events or
geographic features of the area. We already have Willes Road, Newbold Terrace, Newbold Street and so
on. Ideas can be obtained from old detailed ordnance maps, church records.
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Another possibility is the names of famous people from Leamington. The Blue Plaques group under the
aegis of the Town and District Councils, with representatives from various amenity groups in the town
(including this Society), has a list of well know people who have plaques mounted to them already, or
who might be eligible in the future. Example are Sir Frank Whittle, Nathaniel Hawthorne, Samuel
Thomas Wackrill, … .
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Leamington Society Awards 2010
Our biennial award event will take place again next
summer. The aim is to recognise any good building
(new or renovation), sculpture or similar
development in Leamington Spa that has been
completed in the last two years and which is visible
to the public. There will be a two week display of
past awards in the Library in February.
Members are strongly encouraged
suggestions for nominations for 2010.

to

make

A special award, the Bill Gibbons trophy, may be
given by the judges for a owner-occupied property
showing particularly fine restoration, or new building. The winner in 2008 was Debra Hepburn of 15
Leam Terrace.
15 Leam Terrace

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Reprieve for the Stoneleigh Arms?
For some years the Stoneleigh Arms
has been owned by the German
supermarket chain Aldi who has made
several applications to demolish the
building for redevelopment for one of
their stores. The state of the building
has been allowed to deteriorate. At the
latest application to demolish, in
January 2009, the Town Council
objected “The Town Council opposes
demolition of a building which, although not listed, is an important feature in that part of Leamington
Spa’s Conservation Area, and many would consider it to be of listable quality.” Since then there have
been two fires at the building.
Aldi has recently submitted an application for a store with 1,125 square metre retail space and 92 car
parking places, off Queensway. We must hope that the Stoneleigh Arms will be sold by Aldi and the
building refurbished by a new owner. This would greatly improve the street scene of Clemens Street,
adding to the regeneration of Old Town.
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
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Fire and Steam
The 2009 annual talk arranged by The Friends of Leamington Station was a resounding success. Writer
and broadcaster Christian Wolmar captivated an audience of 100 plus with a riveting outline of British
railway history, illustrated with some great pictures. He demonstrated how the railways changed every
aspect of people’s lives in the 19th Century and continues to do so.
It should have come as no surprise that the talk would be of such high quality, given the fact that
Christian Wolmar has become one of the UK’s leading commentators on transport matters and has won
several awards for his work. He broadcasts frequently on radio and TV and is acclaimed as “our most
eminent transport journalist” (Spectator 2007) and “the greatest expert on British trains” (The Guardian
2008).
The talk was a mini history of the railways in one hour, a
daunting challenge, but eminently achieved in a whistle-blowing
delivery that was inspiring, fascinating, humorous and at times
controversial. The talk was based on the speaker’s book “Fire
and Steam: A new History of the Railways in Britain” published
by Atlantic Books in September 2007. This is the first
comprehensive general history of the Britain’s railways for over
30 years and sets out the story of the people and events that
shaped the world’s first railway network: one of the most
impressive engineering achievements in history.
In the space of an hour, Christian celebrated the vision and
determination of the Victorian pioneers who developed this
revolutionary transport system and the men who cut through the
land to enable a countrywide network to emerge. The growth of
the railways was amazing: the first railway, the Liverpool &
Manchester opened in 1830; by the beginning of the 1840s
2,500 miles had been built; and by the end of the 1840s another
4,600 miles would be built. Contrast this with the 14 years it took for the 68 miles of the high-speed rail
line between London and Folkestone, opened in 2007!
Christian Wolmar’s magnificent sweep through the human history of railways continued with the
railway’s contribution to twentieth-century industrialisation, the chequered history of British Rail, the
subsequent controversial privatisation, and the precarious future of the train. On a domestic level, he
showed how the railways changed Britain and stimulated the development of many facets of modern life,
from seaside holidays and fish & chips to the growth of W H Smith.
Overall, this was a talk that accentuated the positives of the railways: the invention and the expansion,
the freedom and the egalitarianism. Fittingly, it ended with a really positive image for the future: St.
Pancras Station, the world’s greatest station with the new high-speed services to Kent and the Continent.
Peter Storrie
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Friends of Leamington Station short-listed for Country Life award
The Friends of Leamington Station have been shortlisted for the 2009 Country Life best rural Country
Garden in a nationwide contest sponsored by Waitrose and against steep competition from larger and
grander gardens. The Friends are yet again competing at the highest level: in 2007 they were judged as
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having the best Station Garden in the country, and in 2008 they were acclaimed as the Best Station
Adoption Group in the country.
The Country Life judges – who were Viscount Linley, Sue Lawley, Lord Bragg, Mark Price (Managing
Director of Waitrose), Cath Kitson and the Duchess of Devonshire – decided the outright winner at the
Ritz on October 7th, but this has not yet been revealed. The comment in Country Life (October 7, p. 88)
is that the Friends “have produced nothing short of a triumph”.
Although the station garden is believed to be the biggest working railway station garden in the country, it
is tiny compared with the competition. The Friends are absolutely delighted to have got this far. Their
achievement is particularly gratifying in a
competition in which the judges were
inundated with nominations. It shows the
dedication of the gardeners in all
weathers.
It is important to remember that none of
this could have been achieved without the
continuing support of Chiltern Railways,
Royal Leamington Spa Town Council and
the Railway Heritage Trust.
The Friends are on tenterhooks until the
winner is revealed.

The garden earlier this year

Archie Pitts
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Your Treasurer’s dilemma with the Co-operative Bank
Many of you pay by Standing Order which saves me much nagging and I am grateful. Among the 150
entries on April 6 2009 there were THREE which were anonymous: I had no idea who had paid. So off
I went to Lloyds TSB Bank full of indignation and was told that it will take TEN weeks to unravel the
mystery.
After regular reminders, by August Lloyds were jubilant: “the anonymous payers all bank with the Cooperative Bank and we have their account numbers.”
The Data Protection Act forbids both Lloyds and the Co-op bank to reveal their names to me – an
unintended consequence is that I still don’t know who has paid these subs. ONE has since phoned me,
but there are still TWO whose identity I don’t know.
I cannot chase the non-payers until I know the payers.
PLEASE HELP
Marianne Pitts
Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
New members
We welcome Ken and Nicole Alexander to the Society.
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Chairman

EVENTS to February 2010

Archie Pitts
4 LeamTerrace
CV31 1BB 885532

The date of our Christmas meeting has been brought
forward by two weeks. Restoration of the Assembly will
now be held, at the Assembly, Spencer Street, on
Monday, November 23rd, starting at 7.30, and not as
advertised on the programme.

Vice Chairmen
Paul Edwards
55 Leam Terrace
CV31 1DG 423725
Robin Richmond
38 Leam Terrace
CV31 1BQ 335952

Our Christmas event this year is being held on Monday, November
23rd at the Assembly, Spencer Street, 7.30
Restoration of the Assembly, with

Hon. Secretary
Robin Adams
21 St Marks Road
CV32 6DL 426616
Hon. Treasurer &
Membership Secretary
Marianne Pitts
4 Leam Terrace
CV31 1BB 885532
Planning Representative

Alan Mayes, Monday, November 23rd, starting at 7.30.
Alan will start the evening with a short description of the problems
that had to be overcome when the building, previously a bingo hall
with adjacent tyre, battery and car exhaust refitting workshop could
have its splendid Art Deco interior restored under the careful guidance
of the master of interior design, Laurence Llewelyn-Bowen.
Drinks may be purchased from the bar. As this is our Christmas
meeting you are encouraged to bring friends and neighbours.
Leamington Town Hall, its past and future

Paul Edwards
423725

Robert Nash, Pump Room Annexe, Thursday, January 14th, 2010,

Other Committee Members

The fate of Leamington Town Hall is in the balance – again. It is an
expensive building to maintain, is underemployed and has very little
income. Members of the Society may experience a sense of “déjà vu”
as we have defended its existence before under the leadership of David
Hayes and Toby Cave. Robert Nash, the capable clerk to the council,
is coming to tell us about the current position. Come and learn.

Richard Ashworth 316703
Margaret Begg 423822
Ruth Bennion 421862
Gordon Fyfe 312150
Margaret Watkins 425733
Newsletter Distribution
Jo Clark

7.30

Joint meeting with Literary Society
Presenting the Pre-Raphaelites

The Leamington Society is a registered
charity. It is affiliated to the Civic Trust
and to the West Midlands Amenity
Societies Association. It exists to
preserve the heritage and improve the
character of Royal Leamington Spa and
to encourage high standards of
planning and architecture
Charity No. 516078
________________________________

Dr Chloe Johnson, Leamington Art Gallery, Pump Room Annexe,
Tuesday, February 9th, 7.30

Over the past century the Pre-Raphaelites have received a significant
amount of media coverage. Chloe Johnson will discuss, how as we
move into the digital age, it is important to consider the impact the
media has had on perceptions of Pre-Raphaelitism and investigate the
part it has played in creating and informing opinions on the artists
involved with the group

Unless otherwise indicated, views
expressed in these newsletters are the
contributors’ own and not necessarily
the corporate view of the Society.
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